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faux leather



Introducing
dp-limitless

dp-limitless is a range of specialised decorative and high 
performance products available in a limitless number of 
possibilities. There is no commitment to purchasing in 
bulk, the offer is deliverable from single sheets up to full 
load quantities – from stock.
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dp-limitless provides a limitless offer of surface finishes 
bonded with a high strength PUR glue line to the substrate of 
choice. Surfacing materials including Laminate Collections, 
the full range of Senoplast Acrylics, 2mm Senoplast Acryl 
Glass, Real Stone Veneer, Faux Leather, Natural Wood Veneer 
Laminate, Technical Surfaces and of course Unique, one 
off surface finishes providing contemporary and traditional 
bespoke surface solutions manufactured in the UK.

available in quantities
as little as one board
For more dp-limitless products visit:
www.decorativepanels.co.uk/pages/dp-limitless.
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faux leather

All decors shown are reproductions and due to the screen various colours may vary slightly from the actual products. 

A range of premium quality Faux Leather finishes conveying a feeling 
of comfort and elegance. Laminated Faux Leathers are an economical 
alternative to genuine hide offering the advantage of a realistic 
grain structure whilst able to withstand the rigours of daily use. 
Easily cleaned the fabrics are a practical and tactile surface material 
available in three surface finishes. Imogen provides the look and feel 
of classic leather grains with consistent colour and excellent surface 
performance. Molinari is an attractive cross stitched design giving a 
handmade impression whilst Sonja is heavily embossed with a subtle 
wave effect making it particularly suitable for large areas requiring an 
element of light and shade. Available as standard in sheet size 2440 x 
1220mm in thicknesses from 9 to 25mm laminated on MDF and sheet 
size 3050 x 1220mm x 15 and 18mm laminated on MDF and 2440 x 
1220mm dp-lite hollowcore in a variety of thicknesses.

Sonja White 901-27564 Imogen White 901-27548

Imogen Champagne  901-27553 Imogen Ivory 901-27552



All decors shown are reproductions and due to the screen various colours may vary slightly from the actual products. 

Molinari Caramel 901-27578 Imogen Beige 901-27555 Imogen Mocca  901-27550

Imogen Espresso 901-27551 Molinari Espresso 901-27575

a beautiful
swatch collection 
dp-limitless
For more dp-limitless products visit:
www.decorativepanels.co.uk/pages/dp-limitless.

Imogen Black  901-23124

901-27578


